
 
 

ABOUT 

One Wonders is a 5 headed alternative pop/rock band from the South 

of the Netherlands. 

CHAPTER I 

The band was founded in 2011 when they started working out the 

blueprints that songwriter Niels had presented to them. An impressive 

rythm section, combined with harmonic vocals and heavy melodical 

guitars. Singer Ruud has a defined unique voice with a wide range. 

In the summer of 2013 they shot their music video ‘Lost’ as a teaser 

for their upcoming album ‘A distant Memory’, that was still to be 

recorded at the end of 2013. 

CHAPTER II 

Then, at the beginning of 2014, two bandmembers decided to leave 

the band for different projects and the band found a new drummer and 

a guitarist, Kaj and Marc. They had just finished their first album and 

could now start fresh. 

They played a lot of shows in 2014 and wanted to play small venues 

as well.  

Where there was no need for loud guitars… so they also started doing 

acoustic gigs which made their songs, and the band, grow into 

different dimensions. 

Presenting themselves at showcasefestival DVERS in october 2014, 

they received amazing critics;  visiting workshops and headphone 

sessions with 3Fm Radiostation and well known producers in the 

scene, amongst them producer John Cornfield (Muse) 

 

 “This band is an asset to the south of the Netherlands, They prove that the southern scene is very 

much alive and brings loads of talent” (3voor12) 

“Their music grabs you and is easy listening, poppy rock with an alternative edge, the cherry on top 

of the pie is singer Ruud’s voice: pure, great range. Based on this gig definitely worth listening the 

album” (Dvers) 

 

“Strong, powerful, as if Alter Bridge 

and Thrice made a lovebaby” 

 “This formation brings a style that 

makes you think of 30 Seconds to 

Mars. A bombastic, American sound, 

which would do good on outdoor 

festivals” 

“I hear beautiful harmonic choirs, 

strong lyrics, loads of dynamics, very 

controlled and well built. They prove 

that they can move you with their 

somewhat softer songs”  

(Zef Magazine) 
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In November 2014 they finally released their album ‘A distant 

Memory’ which upon release again received amazing critics and 

the band was compared to Thrice and 30 Seconds to Mars. 

That was the confirmation the band needed and they re-invented 

themselves into a festival-worthy rockband. They signed up for 

bandcontests, including for Pinkpop Festival (70.000 visitors) and 

ParkcityLive (20.000), where they reached the Final. 

CHAPTER III 

In May 2015 they started recording their new album “Heart over 

Mind” at Studio Maasland in Born. Which will be released in   

September 2015. Sound engineer for the album is Darius van 

Helfteren, known for Epica, Mayan, Caro Emerald, De Staat, 

Postmen and many more. 

Then the sun came out which made the guys decide they would 

yet again re-invent themselves adding acoustic streetgigs to their 

package. Playing in Germany in July and a full set in 2 clubs in  

London in August, The Spice of Life (soho) and Fiddlers Elbow 

(Camden). 

 “Very good songs which all tell a story, played convincing without any flaws, this band leaves a 

deep impression with our reporter” (3voor12) 

 

 

 

 

   onewondersmusic@gmail.com 

   youtube.com/onewondersmusic 

   @onewondersinsta 

   @onewondersmusic 

  facebook.com/onewondersmusic 

       WWW.ONEWONDERSMUSIC.COM 

      

  

 

    

      

  


